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Banks had an unprecedented year in 2020. In a matter of months, they transformed into almost fully digital operations with
remote workers delivering services from their homes. To support them, regulators eased capital requirements and provided
liquidity, and banks were able to play a key role in stabilizing economies by offering lending and transmitting government
stimulus. But many institutions have entered 2021 in a fragile state. Low interest rates and elevated economic uncertainty
are weighing on many banks, and rapid transformation has stretched their leaders and employees. What does the future of
banking look like in the post-pandemic world?

As the pandemic passes its one-year anniversary, banks worldwide are poised on a knife-edge. On the one hand, they have a
once-in-a-generation opportunity to reinvent their business models for the 21st century. On the other hand, they face
potentially catastrophic macroeconomic challenges ranging from slow recoveries to low rates to unanticipated inflation. As
they try to build business models that work in this new environment, they must grapple with a host of new risks – and new
opportunities.

A tough year for banking

As it was for many industries, 2020 was a difficult year for banks. As countries around the world implemented lockdowns and
tough economic restrictions in a bid to slow the spread of the coronavirus, banks had to upend their business models almost
overnight. Interest rates plunged from their already low levels, loan demand dried up, busy workplaces were shuttered in the
first half of the year, and bank profitability nosedived. This was particularly true at commercial and retail banks – investment
banks and universal banks were somewhat insulated thanks to rebounding trading profits. 
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Happily, however, financial institutions showed enormous resilience and adaptability – and governments were quick to roll out
key supports. Seizing the opportunities offered by technology, financial institutions switched rapidly to digital-first models.
Customers quickly learned to do their banking online, using increasingly sophisticated apps and digital portals. Managers and
IT departments rapidly adapted to managing remote workers and services transitioned almost seamlessly to remote provision. 

At the same time, central banks – particularly in the rich world – eased liquidity and capital requirements and pumped out
funding, helping banks avoid downgrades. Thus, while profitability slumped, most banks seemed to enter 2021 in reasonably
good shape. Bank failures last year were rare despite the adverse conditions, and banks were able to play a key role in
transmitting government stimulus and supporting clients. Yet their apparent health is deceptive – it rests on a fragile
foundation and there are many potential headwinds ahead. 

Downside risks abound

Despite their apparent health, banks face a frightening array of downside risks. 

Slow Recovery

One key risk facing banks is that economies will fail to rebound in 2021. In general, the outlook for GDP growth is positive. The
IMF in January predicted that all major economies would return to growth in 2021.

However, this is not guaranteed. Already, the slow vaccine rollout in Europe poses a risk to its economic recovery, and
uncertainty in bond markets threatens many emerging markets. More generally, there is a real risk that new variants of the
coronavirus may undermine the impact of vaccination and derail the reopening of the world’s economies. 

Should growth fail to rebound as anticipated, banks could face an avalanche of nonperforming loans, which would crush their
balance sheets and could lead to downgrades or even bank failures – although regulators are unlikely to allow it to come to
that, at least in developed economies.
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Interest rates & inflation

Banks face a two-sided risk when it comes to interest rates and inflation. If low rates and low inflation persist, bank
profitability will continue to be squeezed. This is a particular concern in Europe and Japan, where negative interest rates have
become embedded. 

On the other hand, should inflation rise, forcing interest rates higher, banks could also suffer. Higher rates and rising inflation
could push more companies into bankruptcy, driving up nonperforming loans. Of particular concern are rising US interest
rates. Since their mid-year 2020 low, the interest rates on US Treasuries have risen sharply as the US economy has shown a
strong recovery thanks to record fiscal and monetary stimulus. This has put downward pressure on global bond prices (rising
bond yields indicate falling prices), which is bad news for economies still stuck in recessions such as those in Europe – they
can ill afford rising interest rates. 

If rates rise too fast in economies that are still struggling to recover, insolvencies and bankruptcies will rise and lending will
suffer, spelling bad news for banks. 
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Asset price uncertainty

As the example of bond prices above illustrates, there is significant uncertainty in asset prices as the world waits to see
whether the coronavirus has been defeated. Of particular concern are loans and real estate – two sectors to which banks are
highly exposed. On the loan front, there is growing concern that corporates – particularly in the US – are carrying too much
debt. This is particularly true as many government business support programs have taken the form of loans, meaning that
many corporates are unusually highly leveraged. Should interest rates rise, many of these corporate loans could default,
straining bank balance sheets.

Similarly, both residential and commercial real estate markets are in flux. The rapid growth of online retail and remote working
has led to a major reshuffling in many cities. Many white-collar workers, believing that remote working will remain a long-term
option, have opted to move out of cities into more comfortable suburban homes. At the same time, commercial office space
and retail properties have lost value as demand has fallen on the back of changing shopping and working habits. There are
also likely to be other, broader changes to industries and behaviors. It’s too soon to tell if these patterns will persist, but if
they do, banks could face a painful adjustment to their mortgage books and – in some cases – real estate portfolios.

Seizing opportunities

Despite these serious risks, banks are also poised on the brink of major opportunities. The best-run and most innovative
institutions are likely to emerge from 2021 in a stronger position than those that fail to adapt. 

Cost management

The great reshuffling in banking has opened up new opportunities for aggressive cost management. Banks have learned that
many roles can be safely performed by remote workers and that many clients are content to conduct their business online.
This has accelerated branch closures and layoffs of frontline staff, helping banks trim costs as profits have declined.
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As banks have embraced new models, they have also explored a range of new cost-cutting measures, experimenting to right-
size their operations to function effectively in the changed environment. The switch to digital banking has also encouraged
banks to experiment more aggressively with cost-saving automation technology and artificial intelligence. From chatbots to
digital advisors, banks are finding many new solutions to cut costs and increase efficiency. 

Consolidation

The widespread uncertainty and variable performance of different banks opens up the possibility of further banking
consolidation. Particularly in overbanked markets like Europe, there is great scope for stronger institutions to acquire weaker
competitors and for struggling banks to join forces in 2021. A period of consolidation could help spread best practices,
increase returns on equity, cut banking costs, and improve capitalization.

Innovation & Technology

Technology offers banks opportunities that go far beyond lower costs. Customers have demonstrated high levels of comfort
with digital solutions and have embraced digital payments as never before. The move toward cashless societies has
accelerated and a growing array of providers are offering payment solutions that are fast, cheap, and accessible. This may
mean that banks accelerate their integration of technological tools and perhaps pursue acquisitions of startups in the
financial technology (FinTech) space. 

Banks must adapt to this new reality, not only by closing branches but also by embracing new service models such as
cashless branches focused on advice, improving apps and online portals, increasing the use of straight-through processing,
and offering greater service personalization powered by AI systems. 

Banks that take the opportunity to retool by hiring programmers and technologists and developing improved products and
channels will be rewarded with greater market share, increased customer satisfaction, and higher share-of-wallet. This will
drive improved profitability and give the best banks a strong foundation for the future.

Intuition Know-How has a number of tutorials that are relevant to banking and the topics covered in this article: 
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The decarbonization of the power grid is a core step in building a sustainable, climate-friendly economy. Indeed, US
president Joe Biden has put having an emissions-free electricity sector by 2035 at the heart of his climate agenda.
Emissions-free power is the foundation of further decarbonization by means of electric cars and so on. However, there are
formidable roadblocks to achieving a zero-carbon electricity supply and only a handful of countries have made meaningful
progress on achieving this goal. How can we transform our grids to support a sustainable future?

As the world grapples with climate change and the need to build sustainable, circular, and climate-positive economies, much
attention has been given to electricity. Many experts see decarbonizing electricity or “greening the grid” as the first step along
the road to carbon neutrality. 

There are several reasons why emissions-free power attracts particular attention. First, the global electricity sector is a major
source of carbon emissions. According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), coal-fired electricity generation alone
accounted for 30% of global CO₂ emissions in 2018. Transitioning to an emissions-free grid would slash global carbon
emissions more than almost any other sector. 

Second, an emissions-free grid would serve as a base for the greening of other industries. For example, transportation, which
is another major global emitter (and the biggest CO₂ emitter in the US) could be made cleaner with a green grid. At present,
electric vehicles do not achieve carbon neutrality because they rely on power generated from fossil fuels. A decarbonized grid,
however, would mean that electric cars would become truly emissions-free. 

Third, renewable and emissions-free power generation is increasingly efficient and cheap. Wind and solar power, in particular,
have become significantly cheaper over the last 20 years and are now cost-competitive with natural gas generation in many
regions. This means that affordable emissions-free power is now a genuine option. 

Finally, electricity is a highly regulated sector with a relatively small number of major producers and distributors. This makes it
easier to create and enforce rules for decarbonization. 

Yet despite the many arguments in favor of electricity decarbonization, only a few countries have made real progress.
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Case study: UK

The UK is a rare carbon emissions success story thanks to the aggressive transformation of its power grid. Under successive
governments, the UK has pursued decarbonization with unusual commitment – due, in part, to the fact that its traditionally free
market-oriented Tory party has been pro-decarbonization interventions, in contrast to conservative parties in places such as
the US. 

The UK has particularly embraced wind power and, in 2019, fully 37% of the country’s electricity generation came from
renewable sources – 20% from wind alone. This is a much higher proportion than almost all other nations have achieved –
although less than Iceland, which generates almost 100% of its power from renewable hydro and geothermal sources – and
has helped to drive the UK energy sector’s CO₂ emissions down by over 60% since 1990. This in turn has helped the country
decrease its total CO₂ emissions by 45% over the last 30 years.

Sadly, few other countries have achieved similar levels of grid decarbonization, mainly due to a lack of political will,
insufficient regulation, and technical barriers.
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What is stopping greener grids?

In many nations – the US prominent among them, but also China and others – there has historically been a lack of political will
to enact the sometimes-painful changes necessary to decarbonize the grid. This means that companies currently face few
regulatory requirements or incentives to mothball coal-fired plants or adopt renewables. However, given recent changes in
leadership in the US and statements from China, it is widely hoped that this will change in the future.

On the technical side, there are also constraints to a fully renewable grid. For a start, renewable energy is often less reliable
than fossil fuel energy, and harder to scale up as needed. If the wind doesn’t blow, a wind farm will not generate power, and
when electricity demand spikes, there is no way to squeeze additional power out of a set number of wind turbines. There are
also other technical problems related to frequency recovery, energy balance, and resonance. 

In theory, one way to help stabilize a renewables-based grid would be to save surplus power as it is produced for when
demand spikes. However, solutions to this problem such as energy storage – essentially, battery technology, but also pumped
hydro storage, compressed air, flywheel, vehicle-to-grid, and gravity storage – are not yet sufficiently developed. 

Nevertheless, while technical barriers remain, it is possible to achieve significant decarbonization by adjusting the generation
mix, as the UK example illustrates. As countries seek to achieve carbon neutrality over the next 20-30 years, investors may find
significant opportunities in renewable energy. Indeed, many institutional investors are already turning to the sector – the UK’s
largest workplace pension scheme, Nest, plans to invest GBP 1.4 billion (USD 1.9 billion) in green energy. Many other investors
are likely to follow suit as the sector continues to grow. 

Intuition Know-How has a number of tutorials that are relevant to sustainability, ESG, and responsible investing:
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